
Website Translation 
Technologies



Traditional Problems

1. Website content not accessible 
2. May not even be supported by the CMS in the first place. And even if it is 

file-based translation process has many steps
- slow - too long to deploy
- complex - too many things can go wrong

3. Connector-based translation process
- must be available for platform client is using
- must be installed, configured and supported by internal IT
- limited automation
- limitations around QA and review



Easyling Solutions

1. Fastest time-to-market

2. Most flexible in terms of workflow

3. Same user experience at the website

4. Unique source words counted could save 10-80% of cost compared to the total word count

5. Flexible tooling specialized for websites



Project phases & main Easyling functionalities

Scoping

Linguistic Analysis
(Word Count, Statistics, 
Repetitions)

Source Extraction

XLIFF export 
(for TM Leverage & 
MT  Benchmark)

HTML table export

Excel/CSV export

Translation

CAT/TMS Integration 
(memoQ, XTM, XTRF) 

In-Context Post Editing

Live Preview

Pre-Translation
(TM & MT-based)

TMX Import

Translation Import from XLIFF

Publishing

Translation Proxy 

JavaScript-based

Hybrid 
(Proxy+JavaScript)



Easyling platform key advantages

1. Instant access to the translatable content 

2. Cloud-based
a. Ultra-scalable

b. No software to install 

c. Enterprise-level reliability

3. SEO compliant - proxied sites are fully indexable and searchable worldwide
a. Subdomain (de.domain.com) or Subdirectory (domain.com/de/) publishing

b. Built-in CDN, content delivery with unbeatable low latencies

4. Auto Change Detection - Continuous Translation

5. In-Context Preview, directly on the translated site UI



Nice-to-have

1. Continuous Translation
Translation Pipeline handles any new content immediately as it is detected

2. MT Integrations (Google, Microsoft, DeepL, Systran)

3. Staging
Make content available ahead of publishing and eliminate bleedthrough 

4. Visual Workflow Editor

5. Powerful customization options

Custom content serving, CSS/Javascript injection into proxied pages



● Best possible user experience 
with CDN integration

● Ultra scalable

● No software installed

● SEO ready

● Expert knowledge needed for 
dynamic web page setup

● Usage cost is hard to predict 

● Language selector custom 
integration

Proxy
Pros & Cons 



● Easy, self-service setup

● Small server resources demand

● Cost of upkeep is predictable

● Flickering possible upon the first load

● Expert knowledge needed for optimal 

for SEO

● Performance could be affected by 

user’s browser

JavaScript
Pros & Cons 


